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INSPIRATION

This prison model is able to operate 
regularly with only one watchman. It 
is an ideal way of controlling all the 
prisoners. 

The person’s appearance is shielded and 
the sound allows the user to form 
communication with others rather than 
using words or facial changes. Only with 
the guide of sound does the user feel a type 
of connection through the sensation of 
being blind. Also like how a helmet shields 
you from the outside environment this 
device shields you from the surrounding 
sounds and submerges you into an auditory 
environment

Synesthesia Panopticon

Synesthesia is a neurological 
phenomenon in which stimulation of 
one sensory or cognitive pathway 
leads to automatic, involuntary 
experiences in a second sensory or 
cognitive pathway.



CONCEPT

A Synesthete’s Dream 
is a fully immersive head mounted apparatus that transmits 
audio signals generated via a midi device where the audio 
is transmogrified into alternate sensory data for the wearer 
to interpret. The midi device also outputs sound for a 
general audience to hear. However, the wearer of the 
helmet is completely oblivious to the sounds they produce 
from the midi device and the effects it has on the world 
beyond the confines of the helmet. The wearer is aware 
only of their influence on the world by the various sensory 
inputs within the helmet. Inputs stimulate all senses except 
for hearing.  
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PURPOSE

● An imitation of an amplified experience of synesthesia

● An experimental method of communication

● An apparatus with panoptic control and power

● An innovative interpretation of the relationship between 
the private and the public



Example 1:
Disruptive Music to Hypnotic LED Display with 
Dramatic Vibration

Controller Helmet (Outside) Helmet (Inside)

Force Sensor Speaker

LED Screen

Vibration Motor



Example 2
Sound of Scream to Color Numbers on LED Screen 
with Intermittent Vibration

Controller Helmet (Outside) Helmet (Inside)

Circular 
Potentiometer

Speaker Vibration Motor

LED Screen



MATERIAL LIST
Input

Button

Potentiometer

Force Sensor

Flex Sensor

Output

Speaker

Amplifier

LED Screen

Vibration Motor

Others

Arduino

Arduino Audio Shield

Acoustic Foam

Wire

Cables


